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Chemical pumping in molecular clouds and PDR’s
Exothermic reactions of H2 with atoms and ions
H2(v = 0) +O
+ → OH+(v′, j′) +H Go´mez-Carrasco, et al. ApJ,(’14)
Chemistry of H2(v > 0) in ISM Agu´ndez, et al. ApJ, 713,662 (’10)
Initial state dependent chemistry
H2(v = 1) + C
+ → CH+(v′, j′) +H Zanchet, et al. ApJ,766,80 (’13)
H2(v > 1) + S
+ → SH+(v′, j′) +H Zanchet, et al. AJ,146,125 (’13)
The most abundant ion is H+3
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Chemistry of H2(v > 0) in ISM Agu´ndez, et al. ApJ, 713,662 (’10)
Initial state dependent chemistry
H2(v = 1) + C
+ → CH+(v′, j′) +H Zanchet, et al. ApJ,766,80 (’13)
H2(v > 1) + S
+ → SH+(v′, j′) +H Zanchet, et al. AJ,146,125 (’13)
The most abundant ion is H+3
- H+2 disappears rapidly in the exothermic H2 +H
+
2 → H+3 +H reaction
- However H2 +H+3 → H+3 +H2 (ortho/para conversion, deuteration)
- H+3 is very reactive with other species:
H+3 +O → H2 +OH+
H+3 +O2 → H2 +O2H+
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H2(v = 0, j = 0) +O
+(4S)→ H +OH+(v′, j′)
PES: Martı´nez, et al., JCP (’04)
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(2J + 1)P J(E)
Experiment:
Burley, Ervin, Armentrout, (’87)
Langevin model works for total σvj
but not for individual σvj→v′j′ !!
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State-2-state rates: H2(v = 0, j = 0) +O+
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OH+(X3Σ−) collisional rates with He
New PES for He+ OH+(X3Σ−)
F. Lique and J. Kloss
TI-CC calculations of inelastic rates
F. Lique and J. Kloss














































3, 4 → 1, 0
3, 4 → 2, 2
3, 4 → 2, 3
3, 4 → 1, 2
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OH+(X3Σ−) in dense and hot PDR
Meudon PDR chemical model under 3 conditions: B. Godard
(a) only non-reactive collisions
(b) chemical pumping, products according to Boltzmann distribution at 2000K
(c) chemical pumping using WP state to state rates
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χ =104 and n = 104 cm3











































- OH+(N < 3) driven by OH++H
collisions
- Chemical pumping for N> 3 (?)
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OH+(X3Σ−) in dense and hot PDR
Meudon PDR chemical model under 3 conditions: B. Godard
(a) only non-reactive collisions
(b) chemical pumping, products according to Boltzmann distribution at 2000K
(c) chemical pumping using WP state to state rates
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- CH+(low j): inelastic dominates
- CH+(j> 4): chemical pumping
CH+ emission
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OH+ and CH+ rotational states
Low rotational levels: inelastic collisions dominates
High rotational levels: Chemical pumping plays a role
Need to determine accurately both rates
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OH+(X3Σ−) + H inelastic collisions
Need of accurate description:
- Beyond mass scaling
- Validity of rigid rotor
Exchange reaction:
H + OH+(v, j)→ HO+(v′, j′) + H
2 Open shell systems:
OH+(3Σ+) + H(2S)
doublet and quadruplet states
Bulut, Lique & Roncero
J.Chem. Phys A. (2015)
Paniagua et al., PCCP,(2014),16, 23594
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Θ= 30
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exchange
v’=0,j’=3
- Good agreement WP vs. TI-ABC
- Rigid rotor of the same order
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exchange
v’=0,j’=3
- Good agreement WP vs. TI-ABC, even at rather low energies!!
- Rigid rotor of the same order
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- Comparison difficult using dif-
ferent coordinates
- Even ABC has problems when
DH−OH+ ≤ DOH+
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- as energy decreases
- and mass difference reduces
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Cross sections: inelastic and exchange for quadruplet





ji = 0, 1
For doublet:
2.5 105 iterations and denser grids
Calculations still in progress
Ωmax= 19
ji = 0
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Cross sections: inelastic and exchange for quadruplet
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Cross sections: inelastic and exchange for quadruplet
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Cross sections: inelastic and exchange for doublet
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Cross sections: inelastic and exchange for doublet
H+ OH+ (v = 0, ji = 0, 1)→ HO+ (v = 0, jf = 0) + H
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S+ + H2(v, j) reaction: PES

























































Zanchet et al. AJ 146:125 (’13)
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S+ + H2(v, j) reaction Rates: QCT method
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SH+ in PDR’s: Orion example
By Marcelino Agu´ndez
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ICS: Wave Packet vs. QCT
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j=6, v=2, J=0 ABCWP
QCT
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j=1, v=2, J=0
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v=3, j=0 
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Simple model
Relative orientation between reagents not change in entrance channel.
The reaction essentially occurs at collinear HH-S geometries
Rotation thus play a fundamental role to “explore” the angular
configuration space
QCT is “local”: individual trajectories keep their orientation
WVP is “non-local”: it explore the whole configuration space
Octavio Roncero Grenoble, February 2, 2016
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v=2, j=2 → v’=0,j’
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EXP.: Stowe, Schultz, Wright, and Armentrout, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Proc. 100, 377 (1990)
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Conclusions
Chemical pumping and inelastic rates for OH+ have been calculated
Still lacking the spin-rotation structure: in progress with recoupling
techniques (F. Lique)
for S+ + H2(v, j) reaction QCT yields wrong results for j=0
It improves for for higher j values
Spin-orbit needed!
New PESs’ including Spin-orbit is being calculated by A. Zanchet
Inelastic and exchange SH+ + H collisions afterwards, with the new
PES’s
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